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THE GEOLOGY OF A PART OF THE BEAR RIVER RANGE 
AND 
SOME RELATIONSHIPS THAT IT BEARS WITH THE REST OF THE RANGE 
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION -
The structure of the western three or four miles of the 
Bear River range east of Logan, Utah, has many times been 
alluded to in papers written locally on Cache Valley and 
the related ranges. There has not however, ever been, to the 
author's knowledge, an investigation made of this portion 
of the rar-ge f0r tP-e ex,res~ purpose of dgtermining its eract 
structure. Although the area specifically covered by this 
present investigation is greatly inadequate to base the whole 
west range structure on, the author believes that the facts 
brought to light by the specific study of this area, added to 
the facts already known of the rest of the range, will give 
a clearer and more comprehensive interpretation of the whole 
western Bear River range front. It was with this purpose in 
mind that the present investigation was made. 
The original outline for the study included an investiga-
tion of the paleontology of the section. It was found however, 
after a few weeks study in the field, that the fossils in the 
local section are far too scarce for any comprehensive study 
in the present investigation. The study herein described then 
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will be found to refer to paleontology only where it is 
necessary or where fossil horizons were found advantageous 
over lithologic units for mapping of formations. The section 
represented here has several times been studied in part. 
With a study of these investigations, it was found that there 
was enough lithologic difference in most of the sections to 
make possible local correlation and mapping on that basis. 
In order to make the present paper more thorough and 
complete it seemed advisable to branch out from the specific 
area in a few cases and investigate other parts of the valley 
and range for further insight.into some of the problems con-
fronted on the area. It was also found necessary to make 
a rather complete study of the literature of related areas. 
LOCATION AND EXTENT OF THE AREA -
The area specifically studied comprises approximately 
13 square miles lying between Providence canyon and Logan 
canyon in the Bear River range east of Cache Valley, Utah. 
It extends 2i miles east of the west front of the range into 
the mountains and about one mile from the same point into the 
va lley. Specifically it covers the follo wing sections: 
Sections 1, 2, 11, 12 N 3/4 14 R. 1 E.T.11 N. S.B.M. 
Sections 6, 7 Wf -8, NW! 11, N3/4 18,R • . 2 E.T. 11 N.S.B.M. 
Sections 35 and 36, R. 1 E.T. 12 N. S.B.M. 
Sections 31 and Wi 32, R 2 E. T 12 N. S.B.M. 
The locations of these sections are shown on the inclu.ded 
quadrangle map. (Pla t e 1.) 
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EARLIER INVESTIGATIONS -
Hague (1) was probably the first investigator of the 
region of which this area is a part. His main observations 
were conducted in Logan canyon, Blacksmith Fork canyon and 
East Fork canyon. It was Hague who described Cache Valley as 
a syncline. Peale,(2) at about the same time described the 
structure of the west limb of the Bear River range. Follow-
ing soon after this, Gilbert (3) described the Bonneville 
terraces in Cache Valley and made some allusions to the 
structure of the Bear River range front. Walcott (4) measured 
a section of the Cambrian in Blacksmith Fork canyon. Kindle 
(5) conducted a reconnasa nce investigation of the Devonian 
of the west face of the range. Cooley (6) in a more recent 
investigation has written a paper on the Devonian of Logan and 
Blacksmith Fork canyons. Owen (7) has presented a detailed 
discussion of the Swan Peak quartzite, and a map of its 
outcrops in the area covered by the Lpgan quadrangle map. 
The west front of the range and the Bear River fault have been 
described by Bailey (8). Bailey's views have been rejected 
(1) 
(.2) 
(3~ ~~) 
(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 
Hague, Arnold ; and Emmons, S.F., Geological Exploration of 
the 40th. Parallel, Vol. II, pp 408-409, (1877). 
Peal~,A.C. Eleventh Arµi.Dept.U.S.Geol. and Geog. Survey 
Terr. for 1877-79, pp 587-589) 
Gilbert, G.K., u.s.G.S. Mon.l. pp.159-163 (1890) 
Walcott ,C.D. u.s.G.S. Mon. 51, pp 148 (1912) 
Kindle,E.M. Bull. of Am. Paleon., Vol.4,No.20,p. 14 (1908) 
Cooley, I.L., Unpublished Thesis, U.S.A.C. Library. 
Owen, J.W., Unpublished Thesis, University of Missouri. 
Bailey, R.W., The Bear River range Fault, Am. Jour.Sci. 
Bol. :213 pp 497-502, (1927). 
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by Blackwelder, (9) who attempts to show that the west face of 
the range is a resequent fault-line scarp rather than a fault 
scarp as contended by Bailey and others. 
FIELD WORK -
~he field work for this investigation was conducted during 
the fall and spring of 1936 and 1936. The maps used were tracings 
of photographic enlargements of the Logan quadrangle map which 
covers the area.(Plate 1) Mapping of the formations was done 
. 
wi th the aid of an aneroid barometer and the recognition of 
topographic forms shown on the map. It must be stated there-
limits 
fore, that the accuracy of mapping is only within/inherent to 
these methods. Unfortunately, the accuracy was not great 
enough to show many of the minor features in their true aspect. 
For this reason some of the more minor features were left off 
the map. On the other hand, some minor features which have 
considerable bearing on the major features of the area wer e 
drawn with a slight exaggeration on the map to make more clear 
their true a spects. A11 the major features were mapped as 
nearly accurate as the methods used would permit. 
(9) Blackwelder, Elliot, Journ. of Geol. Vol. 36, pp 306-307, 
(1928) 
CHAPTER II 
, 
GEOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY 
As given above, the area here discussed in detail forms a 
part of the Bear River Range and of Cache Valley. Any geograpt-
ic or physiographic study of this area thus becomes a study of 
the two larger areas of which it is a part, and the features 
whi ch are appar ent on this area are representative of the larg-
er features displayed in the Valle y and Range. Conse quently a 
brief discussion will be given of the geographi c and physiograph-
ic features of the two larger areas. 
Cache Valley-
Cache Valley is situated in the northern most part of' Utah 
and extends into Idaho. In shape it is roughly eliptical, with 
its long axis north and south. The Valley attains its maximum 
width, approximately 19! miles, at the Utah-Idaho boundary. 
From this point the Valley tapers both ways. The s egment which 
lies in Utah is about 44 miles long and that which ext.ends into 
Idaho is about half th at len gth . 
Cache Valley is one of the many subsidary valleys whi ch are 
included in the Great Basin . Twice in its history it has been 
occupied by great lakes, namely, the unnamed lake in whi ch the 
Salt Lake formation was deposited and Lake Bonneville, a Quat-
ernary lake whi ch covered an extensive area in the Great Basin. 
During the time that Lake Bonneville occupied parts of the Great 
Basin, water covered Cache Valley to a depth of 800 feet at the 
(6) 
highest level of the lake and hundreds of feet of sediments 
were deposited at the mouths of the larger canyons which enter 
the valley. The disappearance of the Lake ex posed a ver y gen-
tly undulating surface which is now known as Cache Valley. 
On the east side, the valle y is bordered by the high deep-
ly furrowed Bear River Range. This ran g e comprises a large 
catchment basin for the excellent sup ply of pure water whi ch 
enters Cache Valley. 
On the west, t he valley is separated fro m Box Elder Valley 
by a narrow but high extension of the Was a tch known as the Wells-
ville range. The eastern front of this ran ge is very steep wi th 
many precipitous cliffs protrudin g from its face. This steep 
face is cut into by narro w gor ge -like canyons whi ch head high 
up against the north-south ridge. 
The avera ge elevation of the val ley is about 4400 feet 
above sea level. In between this and the highest le vel of Bon-
neville, elevation 5200 feet, are a number of terr a ces, whi ch 
mark the different stages of the lake. These vary in width 
from a few tens of feet to nearly a mile. The three most prom-
, inent of t hese have been named by Gilbert, (10), preceeding from 
highest to lowest, the Bonneville, Provo, and Stansbury levels. 
The most important streams enter t h e valley from the north 
and east. The entire drainage of the valley is received by 
Bear River. The two most important streams which enter the val-
ley from the east are Blacksmith Fork and Logan Rivers. The 
(10) Gilbert, G. K., u.s.G.S. "Monograph I pp 159-163 (1890) 
(7) 
average annual flow of these two streams is 160,dJao and ;2. 7q,4tJt'l 
acre feet respectively. The drainage leaves the valley in what 
is known as Bear River Narrows, a narrow gorge which is cut 
through the northern extension of the Wellsville range just 
south of Newton Hill . 
Bear River Range-
As originally defined by the United States Geographic Board, 
(11) the Northern Wasatch consists of two distinct parallel 
ranges separated by depressions 4 to 10 miles in width. The 
ran ge to the west is the Wellsville ran ge; the ran ge on the 
east is the Bear River Range; and the depressions separatin g 
the two ranges are part of the great structural trough which 
Gilbert (12) termed the Back Valleys. The Bear River Range 
extends from a latitude of approximately41. 0 15' or in the vie-
inity of Huntsville, Utah, in a nearly north-south direction 
between Cache Valley and Bear Lake Valley to terminate at a 
latitude of approximately 42°45'. The ran g e terminates in what 
is known as Sheep Rock, just south of the sharp bend of Bear 
River, near Alexander, Ida ho. It has a maximum length of 95 
miles with a width varyin g from 2 to 22 miles. Its maximum 
width is attained on a line between twonships 15 and 16 south 
in 5outhern Idaho. 
The range itself is divisable into three parts, namely, 
a high plateau-like ridge which lies .on the east; a higher and 
11) Loughlin, G. F., U.S.G.S. Prof. Paper 111, p. 216 ,(1920 
12) Gilbert, G. K., U.S.G.S.-Prof. Paper 153 p. 53-54 (1928 
.r '• 
broader plateau-like ridge which lies on the west; and a trough-
like valley which separates the two ridges. Both the east and 
west ridges are disected by steep gorge-like canyons and are in 
an early mature state of erosion. The lower area in between 
however, is farther along in the erosion cycle and has attained 
a topo graphy symbolic of late maturity or old age. 
As seen from the top of the Wellsville Range the Bear River 
Range appears nearly flat on top except for a few high peaks 
which rise slightly above the general terraine. These peaks 
seem also to be about the same elevation. From that distance 
the relief of the front of the range is softened so that it 
does not appear as steep as it actually is. (Plates 6 and 7 
show t h is relationship.) 
Roughly, the profile of the west rid ge can be divided into 
three segments. Up to an elevation of ap proximate ly 7000 feet 
the face of the ran ge is composed of steep-dipping narrow ridges 
wh ich are truncated on their western extensions to form a li ne 
of facets. Separating these rid ges are a number of small and a 
few lar ge canyons whi ch are persistently gorge-like at their 
mouth s. Between seven and nine thousand feet the profiles have 
a marked tendency to flatten out. Possibly this is structurally 
controlled though as will be shown it more likely repres€nts a 
stage of erosional development in the range. It is up against 
these flat ridges that the afore named small canyons head. Be-
tween 9000 and 10,000 feet the profiles have a tendency to steep-
en slightly before they terminate in the highest peaks. 
(9) 
-On the north and east sides of many of the higher peaks 
are found small cirque bas:1::ls which were formed during the Pleis-
tocene (Wis consin) glacial epoch. These still collect large 
amounts of snow which lasts well into the summer months. 
Physiographic Development-
Studies of the physiographic development of the regions im-
mediately adjacent to Cache Valley and the Bear River Range, 
have already been made. Mansfie ld (13) has made a rather thor-
ough study of the physi ographic development of southeastern Idaho. 
A number of investigators have touched on the physiographic dev-
elopment of the Wasatch ran ge. Unfortunately, none of these in-
vestigators are in full agr eement with each other. There is al-
so s ome disa greement in southeastern Idaho, though this disagree-
' . ment is in the relation of the physio graphic development of West-
ern Wyoming and Southeastern Idaho. As will be shown , the phys-
iographic interpretation given by Mansfield and students of the 
Wasatch ran ge are not in agre ·ement. In any event, the discussion 
here given , will be an interpretation of local features in the 
li ght of those found in the two adjacentterritories. 
Pre- Wasatch Erosion Surface-
Lying between the east and west ridges of t he Bear River 
range , and forming part of that surface, there occurs occasion-
al outcrops of Wasatch con gl omerate (Eocene). The contacts 
(13) Mansfield, G. R., Geography, Geolo gy , and Mineral Resources 
of Part of Southeastern IUaho. U.S.G.S. Pro f . Paper 152, 
pp 11-19 (1927) 
(io) 
. 
between this deposit, and the underlying Paleozocis, are not in 
many places observable, but where apparent, they are seen lying 
unconformably on the rocks below. Only a little work has been 
done on this deposit . However, a few rough . conclusions can be 
dravm from observations made on the formation . 
Outcrops of the Wasatch conglomerate are known to occur in 
the central Bear River Range, from an altitude of 6500 feet to 
9000 feet, or through a vertical distribution of 2500 feet . At 
no place, to the author ' s knowledge, does such a thickness of 
the Wasatc h conglomerate appear in the Bear River Range. Usual-
ly the deposits are not more than a few hundred feet, at t he 
most . There is, therefore, an indication of rather an extensive 
warpin g of the central Bear River Range, subsequent to the depos-· 
ition of the Wasatc h conglomerate, or following some time after / 
t h e Eocene epoch. 
Unfortunately, sufficient work has not been done on the 
Tertiary deposit of the ce ntral Bear River Rang e to determine 
the relief of the surface on which it was de posited. Mansfield 
(13) has studied this surface in Southeastern Idaho and has found 
the relief to be about 1350 feet with individual valleys, rang-
in g from 400-100 feet in depth . He has called t his surface, 
where exposed, the pre-Wasatch erosion surface, and attribu tes 
it to the Pre-Eocene erosion, foll owin g the Laramide Revolution . 
No account is gi ven of this surface in the Wasa tch. 
(13) Mans f ield, G. R., op . cit . , p . 13 , (1927) 
I ~ 
(11) -
Mansfield doe s not give any account of the erosion surface 
developed during the epoch of the formation of this conglomer-
ate . However , from what has already been said of this region, 
some indication of the relief can be gained . The high est de -
posit of t he Wasatch conglomerate known in the Bear River range 
is at an elevation of near 9000 feet, and is located just south 
of Tony Grove Lake. The highest peak in the ran ge is bu t a few 
miles to the north and has an elevation of 9880 fee t. This 
gives an interval of near 1000 feet be t ween the h i e;hes t known 
peak , and the highest known deposit of the VJasat ch con glomer-
te . It is probably reasonable then to say, that the minimum 
relief was near 1000 feet at the time of the Wasatch deposition, 
though it may have been more , as will be shown .• 
On Mt. Nebo , in the sou t hern ~asat ch, Eadley (14) in mea -
suring the displacement of the \''asatch fault , found a differ -
ence of 3000 feet between the total displacement and the total 
relief betvreen the bottom of the valley and the top of Mt. Nebo. 
He inferred from t his that the Wasatch must have had a relief 
of bet ween 2000 and 3000 feet before uplift . This is in con-
trast to Gilbert (15) and others, wno have postulated that the 
v.ras Atch was an uplifted peneplane. A similar mature surface is 
seen surmountin g the V11asa tch in a number of other places, and 
where found probably corresponds with t h e mature surface which 
Eardley has postulated for the southern v:asa tch. This mature 
(14) Eard ley, A. J .,Geol.Soc. Am.,Bull.Vol. 43;No .l PR· 135-(136. ) (15) Gilbert, G. K. , U. S . G. S . Pr-of. Pp. 150 pp . l0 - 11, 19 28 
(12) 
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surface, in a ll probability , repre s ents t he erosion surface 
formed during t h e Eocene depositi on. 
As has been give n ab ove the ri dges of the west fa ce of the 
Bear Hiver ran ge flatten out at an elevation of about 7000 fe et 
and taper ba ck gr adua l l y to the high peak s which surmount the 
ran ge . It was t h is flattening whi ch sug g e s te d t h e presen ce of 
an erosi on surfa ce. To ver ify t his suggestion t wo lines of re-
course were f ol l owed , namely a compariso n of ridge profil es , 
and a fre qu ency ch ar t of the occ ur rence of c er tain elevations 
as ben ch lands and peaks . Both methods pro ve d to be i n str ong 
support of an erosion surface lyin f between 7000 and 9000 fee t 
on t11e Bea r River Ranr;e . 
The ridge profiles were t aken only on the Loran quadrangle . 
Here t.nere see med to be a marked harmony in the profiles t hr ough -
out most of the area thou gh some few rid ges in the nor tl 1ern por -
tion did no t corres pond completely . 
The frecuen cy charts of the ele va tions occurring as bench 
lands or peaks were taken for t hree quadrangles , name l y , Presto n, 
Lotan, and Rando lph.. The curves which rere obtained 11re e sur -
prisinf·ly consistent, so much so th2.t it is difficult to int er -
pret their meaning ot her t han t hat wni ch is given belov . It wcis 
founc. t ha t for the se three quadr angles t here vrere three distin ct 
elevations at v:hich bench lands and peaks most commonly occur . 
These are : 
7000 feet 
8100 feet 
8600 feet 
(13) 
' The interpretation of these obser'vations is of course highly 
hypothetical , but they seem to point to only one recourse , that 
of successive uplif t of the range . \\nether this uplift took 
place along the Ber River fault, or whether it was of a broad 
epeirogenic nature it is impossible to say . It is possible that 
the three elevations have no meanint; by themselves . However , it 
does seem ver.r likely that at least one erosion surfa ce ic repre -
sented b) the distance between 7000 and 9000 feet . It is possible 
that this erosion surface represents part of tne Wasatch erosion 
surfc1ce . If it does , the mature erosion surfcce developed here 
1ou10 correspond more closely with the mature surface of Lardley , 
having a relief of near 3000 feet . 
The Tertiary history subsequent to tne Eocene period is as 
eoually opaque to view as the Eocene anrt pre - Eocene history . At 
the present time, views of thst history are but a matter of con-
jecture . As cited above , the physio praphic histories ~orked out 
for either of the adjacent regions ere open to debate . 
Mansfield (16) in southeastern Idaho, postulates a long per -
iod of erosion following the depo~ition of the Eocene conglomer-
ate . This period of erosion extended from the end of Eocene to 
the latter par t of rt iocene time and he thinks that the time in-
volved was doubtless sufficient to reduce the whole region to a 
peneplane . He has observed t his surface in a few places , cutting 
the Pre - Eocene erosion surface , and has called it the Snowdrift 
(16) Mansfield , G. R . U. S . G. S . Prof . Pp . 15 2 , p . 14 , (1927) 
fo/ 70 5" 
(14) 
pen eplane . J11ansfield believes the epoch durin g v1hich this pene-
plane developed to have been essentially free from any extensive 
dias tro ph ic activity . 
Gilbert (17) on the other hand postulates a gre a t epeiro -
genie move ment follov.in g t h e c.e posi tion of t he Eocene con glomer -
ate . 
+· ulO!l 
This epe i ro gen ic movement c aused the cha nge in t h e direc -
of t he dra i na ge which had up to this ti me f.lowed from v:est 
to east , to flo~ from ea s t to wes t. There is considera bl e evi -
den ce to substantiate t h is vie'\lv. Co11cordantly with tnis move -
ment there occurred intensive oro geni c a ct i vity with the de vel -
opmPnt of a series of north - sout h r anges of whi ch the l ,asatch 
is one . About Ulis same t ime t he gre c t st r u cturc1 .l trou gh vhich 
Gilbe rt (1 8) has terme d t he BRck Val le ys is supnosed to hav e been 
formed . 
It is obvio us that these tro n i s tories a :i:e ou t of harmony 
ritn each other . The re gions are too clo se to each other to 
have had su ch di v erse physi ogra phic development . 
Snovd ri f t Peneplane -
H:ansfield has observed this peneplane north of t he Bea r 
Live r Plateau . The sur fa ce is not wel l de velo ped but is pre -
served only in scattered remnants and its presence is inferred 
by the relationship whi ch these re mnan t s bear to each other . 
~ ansfield in speaking of the post Eoce ne development says , 
(1 7) G;lbert , ~ · ~ ·, U: S. G; S· Pr?f · ~~p~ 153 , pp 10-11 (1928) (18) Gi l bert , G. K., Op. ci t., EP· 00 - 04 (1928 ) 
(15) 
~ (19) "Erosion interrupted by deformatio n appears to have pre vailed 
until Pliocene time but no deformation of note occurred until 
about the middle of Hiocene . This long erosion inter v a l which 
covered most of Eocene, Oligocene , and perhaps more than ha lf 
of n!Iiocene time , was doub tles s sufficient to reduce the country 
approximately to base level . The erosion surface devel oped on 
the 1.·asa tch beds may thus have truncated t11e pre-V. asa tch erosion 
surfece as ab ov e suggested or ha ve merged fr om that surface be -
yond the area of deposition" . 
Locally, there is evidence of a peneplane hc.ving existed 
over the Bear raver Range , t hough t his ev idence is highly con -
jectural . As has been mentioned above , the high peaks approach 
the same elevati.on within a few hundred feet , va.ryin g from 9700 
to 10,000 feet in elevation . This re gu l a rit y of elevations 
could easily be accounted for b~ a peneplane ha v ing existed be -
f ore uplift . 
As cited above , Eardley (20) has shown that a mature sur-
face of nearly 3000 feet in relie f existed on t he ~ asatch be -
f ore uplift . There is also very good evidence t hat the same 
surfc::.ce existe d in the Bear River Range before it was uplifted . 
In order, then, to correlate these observations vvi th .Mansfield 's 
views t hey must be pla ce d at a later date in ori gin , or probably 
defe rr ed to the end of Miocene ti me. Also epeiro genic movement 
whi ch Gi l be rt postul ates for t he change in direction of drainage , 
(19) Mansfield , G. R . Op. Cit . Pp, 14 (19 27) 
(20 ) Eardley, A.J. Op. Cit . - Op. Cit. pp. 135-136. 
-(16) 
would have had to been a gentle one . The oro geni c movements 
which he postulated, would ha v e to be deferred to the late Mio -
cene . Rather than arbitrate t hese observ a tions from t neir or ig -
inal form , it seems more justified not to recognize Mansfield ' s 
Snowdrift peneplane , at le as t l ocally , an d to assume t ha t if 
suc h a surface existed that it was localized in Southeastern 
Idaho and not wi de spread as Mansfield has su ggested . 
Po st Eocene Develop ment-
As Gilbert (21) postulated , soon after the Eoce ne epoch the 
de velo pment of the Back Valle ys was be gun . Tnis up lift was prob -
ably not a co ntinual one but one of broken sequence . Thi s is 
indicated by t he f re quenc y cha rts gi ve n ab ove . However , at 
l east fo r the gre a ter par t of t he uplift , L1e inovement ,~,as r a th-
er r apid , hesi tatin 6 no pl ac e lo ng enoue-h to allov 1 an erosion 
surfa ce to ad vanc e f2 r enou6h to be preserved in the presen t 
topo r-raphy . This novernent cont in ue d t hr oughout t he Oligocine 
and pro bnbly rri.ost of 'Ti oce ne ti me. The ero sion surface which 
,,as rleve lo ped ·rnust ha ve locally been in a ver.y youthful stage . 
r~ansf ield (22) in southeastern Idaho desc ribes t h e surface on 
w:hich the Salt Lake f or mation was deposited as of matu re relief . 
Ttiis surface is not obs erv ab l e in Cache Va lley . 
Some ti me in la te Miocene or e2.rly Pliocene t he orogenic 
movements whi ch brou gh t ab ou t t he formation of t he series of 
nort h - s out h ran ges became g reatl y retar ded . At t h is sa me t ime 
(21) Gi l bert , G. K. Op. Cit . P-. 11, (19 28) 
(2P) Mansf ield , G. R. Op . Cit . P . 15 (1 927 ) 
(17) 
there was developed in th e Ba ck -Valleys a great fresh - vra ter lake 
in which the Salt Lake formation sediments v:ere deposited . This 
lake rem2 ined fixed in position long enough to allov,. the develop-
ment of e. mature erosion surfc cce surrounding its edges . The 
~ountein m2ss, ho~ever was not entirely free froq upllit . The 
su ccession of sediments given in the included section of the 
Salt Lalrn formation suggests that the mountain mass was probebly 
uplifted several times during the pre,c:,ence of the lake in the 
Be.ck Valleys and surr ounding re g ions . This erosion surf2.ce is 
represented in Cache Valley and the Bear River Range by high 
terr2c es in a fe\. of tnu canyons and by the maturely disected 
upland at the south end of the val .ley . The terraces stend from 
f.00 to 300 feet above the hi6hes t level of Bonne ville . In south -
ee.stern Ida110, !,1ansfield ( 23) called this erosion surfDce the 
Ca.nnett erosion surface and t11e period durtnr whLch it v.ras devel-
opeo. the GaLnett cycle . This surface is not described v,est of 
the rasatch . Likely the more ac tive movement alo:ng the \':asatch 
fw1lt kept an erosion surfsce frou de velo ping to such a state 
that it could be recognized in the present topography . 
l ollov ·ing the deposition of the Salt Lake formation , dias-
tronhic movemen ts which caused the faul tin~; of the Salt Lc1ke 
sediments caused the drainage of the lake and the lov 1ering of 
tne base level of erosion . This v as succeeded by a period of 
erosion which gutted out most of the Sclt Lake formation from 
(23) M nsfield , G. R . Op . Cit . P . 15 (1927) 
(18) 
the centel"' of the valley leaving only remnants of that formation 
hign on the valleys edge . Mansfield (24) has discussed several 
c:y cles follm 111lng the Gannett c-y cle, but these are of local oc-
currence and cannot be correlated here . 
F'ollovdng the movement w~1lch caused the drainah e of the lake 
and the disection of the Salt Lake sediments which vJere deposited 
in it another diastrophic movement caused a rise in the base l evel 
of the drainage of Cache Valley, possibly tilti ng as Eardley has 
suggested of tne mounta in mass caused by movement of the ~asa tch 
fau lt . This movement is shovrn by the large a ccu mulation of sed i-
ments which formed in the valley subsequent to the post Gannett 
erosion . Toward the latter part of Pliestacene time , a large 
fresh water lake , La.Ke Bonneville , occu pied the eastern _port ion 
of the Great Basin . An arm of this lake occupied Cache Valley 
au rin g t nis epoch . 
\;nile the lake was present in the valley, it formed a num-
ber of terr a ces which indicate the successive levels at vrhich 
the lake stood . At le ast 10 of the se levels are very conspicuous. 
After the lake withd r ew from the valley the rivers entrenched 
their way into the lake sediments . Two epo chs of ent r en chmen t 
c::re recognized . 
(24 ) Mansfield, G. R. Op. Cit . Pp . 16-18 (1927) 
G EILE.,RAL FEATURES 
(19) 
CHl-i.PTER I II 
STRATIGRAPHIC GEOLOGY 
The section exposed on this area forms a part of the re-
markab ly full section of sedimentary rocks exposed in the 
north oart of Utah. It forms a part of approximately 45,000 
feet of s ediments, representing calc areous muds, sands, and 
gravels , 1vhich were deposited in this and neighboring regions 
to be consolidated into rocks . The later sediments are found 
to be made up to a great extent of the fragments of the earl-
ier sedimen ts, indiceting a ,regressive formation . 
The I1'.13ny chPnges in the lithology indic·te diverse, E'ome-
ti~es rapid, sometimes ver y progressive, ch anges in geograpric 
condi t:Lons. Other studies have shovm that the chcnges v:rere 
ro~lectA0 into the evo}utionory progress of the organisms, the 
rem~ins of 1 hich n~ form so si~nificant a record . ~any hor-
i:- ons in the older and marine sediments are found to be 1:1bund-
'" Y1tly focsi:l_iferous, these maki'lg correl ations of the sediments 
1)0E' si ble. Ho,vever, these f os sili ferous horizons con ,ti tute a 
vory ~inor p~rt of the total cection , there being a far greater 
c mount of roclc :9reP en t vhich Cc:J!lnot be p:.a ced as yet in its 
trnc s trr tigr~rnhic position . T·1.e fevr fossils that are found 
in the non-morine later sediments do not h&ve a great deal of 
v~.lue in correlation. Consequently their pos ition stratigraph-
ic· .l_ly Cc n only be au-oroxirr1B ted . 
(20) 
The old paleozoic beds are found in the eastern two-thirds 
of the area and comprising the greater part of the Bear River 
r"nge in which the area. lies . The beds have been profoundly 
contorted from their original nearly horizontal position into 
".arped, f01p.lded and faulted uplands . Lying unconformably up 
against these beds from the west are the unconsolidated Quaten-
ary sediments. These form the -,,,·hole western part of the area . 
On the south, west, and north are portions of the valleys 
edge Hhich are composed of Pliocene beds . 
The general relations of the above beds may be seen on 
the included map. (Plate 3 . ) 
ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM 
The Ordovician system forms the oldest rock series found 
--Ln the area . The system consists of light colored limestones, 
rh~les , quartzites, dolomitic cherty limestones, and dolomites 
1·hich have been divided by Richerdson (25) into the follm 1·ing 
three for111ations: from the oldest to the youngest - Garden 
City limestone which contains a Beekmantovm fauna, Swan Peak 
cu~rt2ite, which contains a Chanzy fauna, and Fish Haven dolom-
ite Thich contains a Richmond fauna. 
Rocl,;:s of this ai;e ,ckirt the ,·:hole ,~restern front of the 
c:rea. In Logan canyon they are found as the basal system dipp-
ing at a moderate angle to the east to pass out of sight about 
in the vicinity of the Legion camp . But on the west front the 
(25) Richerdson, G. B. , The Paleozoic Section of Northern Utah 
Am. Jour . Science 4th Sec. Vol . 06 page 406, 416 . 1913 . 
(21) 
rocks of this system are found invariably on edge or overturned 
to the ec1st. 
The best section exposed on the area is found in Logan 
ca.nyon from its mouth to the vicinity of the Legion camp. All 
of the SFan Peak quartzite , the Fish Haven dolomite and by far 
the greater part if not all of the Garden City limestone, are 
hPre exposed in a noble fashion . 
GJTDEI·J CITY T.JL~STONE 
Name - The Garden City limestone w s named from Garden 
City on the west ~ide of Bear L2ke, approximately 4 miles south 
of the Utah-Idaho boundary line. 
Distribution and Character - Logan canyon is the only 
place on the ··1·hole are Y0here the G2rden City limestone is seen 
r~tlre on~ in its true ~spect~ . Here it appears as a~ ssive 
tYJin c=n1C: .. thicl· bedded li1sht colored limestone beb7een the mouth 
o-r t~1.e canyon no the E'econd Bric• ge. It emerges from the can-
yon tn the west in a rapidly increasing dip to beco~e overturn-
c,d by thE ti1'le it reaches the western face of the rc:.nge on the 
~rer . Plona the western edge of the range the for~ation has 
"11ff'cred grer t fr2 cturing a2 the result of the folding. In 
quny olt ces the fr2cturing has left the rocks open to the act -
' n,,., of uercol ti11.c , aters v1hich have di,C'colored the formetion 
frol'1 its natural hue. The formation does not form a persistant 
outc:r oP across the front to the rcmge like the Swon Peak auar t-
zi te r.hove but is in most places covered by surfece mantle. It 
(22) 
is, ho·rever , present c·ll a c ross the front . 
Age and Correlation - An extensive fauna has been collect-
ed by 7:fansfield (26 ) from the Garden City limestone in Sou th-
e;: ~tern Idaho . The fauna was identified by Kirk as of Beekman-
tovn 2ge and corresponds in part to that cert&in portions of 
r.he Pognip limestone of the Eureka distr ict of Nev 2da . Some 
correlations of t 11is section v:i tn fUrrounding districts are 
given in Fifure 1 . 
ST'iA1IJ ~EAK QUARTZITE 
Name - The Sw n Pe'"'k auartzi te 1:as named from Swan Peak 
.. t thE. head of S.:mn Creek canyon vrest of Lakota, Utah . 
Chcracter ,:nd Distribution - The formation forms a mrrow 
1,· .nr" v·"iich trrverses the north 2nd ;;est uortion of thfl area . 
Tt f'irst c DJec>rc L~1 Lo cFJ. canyon at the mouth of J2ckies hollow 
, ~ E con ." J i c1rn1 1E" cliff '1in"Jin? to the east 25° . Follovred west 
thr> "J.i. ,) r2 9idl7 increases until vhere the f orrrw tion J' l. ses 01.1 t 
n.(' the canyon it i"' overb1rned and dinnin" to the v~st rbout 
70° . In the last quar ter of a mile of its emergence fro~ the 
Cr'tyon it is cro ed by t O cmall thrust fEUlts ·:hich displrice 
+1,, fo···1,tions continuity by about h3.lf its thicknes s . On the 
est face o.(' the r ... nge the form2.tion i"' not entire, ~ oortion 
of the c:-ha l y member rt the bottom of the formation having 
bfen oinc~ed out in the process of folding. Across the face of 
the r[nge the harder C'uartzitic member ovtcrops 2.s r conspicuous 
({6) fan::f ield, G. R . , U. 0 . G. S . Prof . Pp . 152 p . 57 . (1 9n 7) 
(23) 
li~ht colored bE:.nd. This band except fo-r one 12.rge off-c;et 
.iust nortr of Dry canyon rises and f&lls across the canyons 
;'n;· 110110-.:rs v·i_th little deviation to the ri.e;ht or left. At 
t1...,r ~onth end of the re.nge the formation is crossed by 2 num-
b0r of small east-west f·ults . At the extreme south uortion 
tht for~2tion ls covereC by m2ntlc anf its eYact po~ition is 
not discernible . One small wedge of the upper 40 feet of the 
formrtion occurs on the north side of the mouth of Providence 
c~:nyon. 
The Sw:n Pe~k 0u2rt7ite consists Jocrlly of apnroxi~ately 
~o feet 0f thin sh[~es and QUartzites overl~in by ~bout the 
·~"'le r-mount of i1ws,;i ve lj_ght colored quartzite. The follo"ing 
··ection. ·,-a!:' mea[;·ured on the ::,outh ::-,ide of Logan canyon: 
Forty feet of •ltern·te l:yers of ~hole an~ quartzite 
··;_th a ')redomj_m nee of auart7i te. Contains some bedr- of very 
thin hl:c~ DPDcr sh[lc . There beds alt~rn.te, ith beds of 
L · ch t ts n n;1. 'lrt ~ i_ tc. The c+ c'l c bed r v;: r~· fro'll l inch to*_ 
·w ~1..,(~ 1~ tnic 1,ries~. The ruartzite is grr:y to bro·.n firic"J 
crv.st~liri.c 'l"oc'_ · 01" vre·thErf to l.ic-ht bro·n. Both shales nd 
c 
11 "rt--i tP;' ·• re crossed by vrorm tr, ck-lil{e conf1gur-.it1ons from 
1/S to J/4 inch i~ fiametlr ·nd l to~ inches lnng. 
rort:· frict of m:r',Jle to hite :nu 1 ium grained ouart~tte 
r,-n_r• Stone , 1"ra +-hers to )Urple-pink, 8tr8 tq ''Te file• Sf i Ve in 
rtr 1 1ctnrf' "nL· v, rv in thickness from 3 inche2 to 4 inches in 
+ i ci:nE rs. The 1:)eds are separ: 1 ted by 2 thicl-c medium to lifht 
co1orcc.1 JicqJe"Y' 2hele Ti t11 ths t>1inner beds more oredomj_n"' nt 
to· .:1rd ths - bottom. Abu'l.dance of fu.coides . 
Fo'l, f'pet of lisht bror.r1 "'h~ l 0 anc' qu rt7i te i.r thin. beds. 
Pec1 r v, ry i"' tri iclrJ1.C!"' E, fr 0111. 1 inch to 5 tnches vi V1 an average 
of ;b~1t ~ incnes. ~eathers to li[ht brovn. 
Ten feet of light gray to 11hite quartzite s~ndstone, nass-
ive i·n_ structure . v:eathers to light brO\n to light gray . 
i.bu.-vidonce of fucoicles . 
(24) 
One foot of steel gray paper shale . Weathers to light 
brovm to light gray . 
Sixty - seven feet of whitish gray 'nassive bedded quartzite . 
\.re'. thers to a light grayish brown . Beds vary in thickness 
. from 6 inches to 10 feet wi tn an average thicltness of 4 feet . 
~bu~dan ce of fucoides . 
Age and Correl,tion - Fossils are not bundPnt but suff-
lcient nuribGr have been found to Drove the formation to be 
Ordovici,qn . The f au na which occurs is rel~ ' terJ to that which 
0cc'H'2 in the Siriofon forrnE:tion in 01daho ·1a and hHs been ten-
t~tivcly referre~ to the Chazy by Ulrich and Kirk (27) . 
Figure 1 gives rome correlation~ of the Sv·n Peak with 
0t1wr revi_ons . Petcrron (?8) has shorm th.::.t a close reltition 
c ,: l rts bP t ,,,ecn the . .Iorehouse quartzite of the S&n Francisco 
r· i rm j.f th8;,, ''re 11ot ec :i.i V'llent . Richerd. on c on~ idered the 
-1,1.c Rt>ll rolo1it 0 of' the Tintic 'is:-ri ct to be ern1iv['Je11.t to 
+11r, Fi_.~h rrc ven r1o1 or1i te of Southeartern Idaho. The fa jax lirrie-
. tnn.c en.a Onohongo for~ation arP then )robebly of the sarrie de-
,ri • ti'"ln_ -r)c-ri..nrl a:: the G:-' rden City li'nes tone and the fv1~n Peak 
, 1~ "t:7i te. 
;Jene - ThE' Fish Haven dolo;ni te vrn.r no.med from Fish Hav0n 
crrnk -~ich enters Bear Lrk~ just 11.orth of Fish Haven bathing 
rP.,ort in Idaho . 
DlPtribution and Charrcter - Although Richerdson (P9) 
~d1sfield, G. R . , Op , Cit . p . 57 . (1927) _____ -
Peterson, Harold . A the~is . U. S .A. C. (Unpublished) 
Ric'lerdson, G. B. , The Paleozo-Lc 9ection of Northern Utah 
Am . Jour . c:ci . , Vol . 76, :;_.)p. 40'3-416, 1916 
(25). 
{e.ccrtbed the Fi~h Hoven dolomite in its type section as being 
500 feet thick he did not recognize 2ny definite di viding linP 
~Ptween it and the overlying L2ketovn folomite. If ~uch a 
t'ividing line does exist, it is not marked lithologic~.lly and 
c0nse'"uently becomes unmE..9nable in the -aresent investii:ration . 
""'rv're · re 2everc.1l li triologic uni ts in the gre" t thickness of 
rnc~s bet~een the ba.ce of the Devoni~n and the top of the Swan 
2c'k nn&rt'7i t0 -·~ich night be used as a basis for no:;)ping. It 
is ~ossible to make a rough 2uproxi1~tion of the position of 
trie toD of the Ficn Haven dolomite by lithologic unitQ , Hov!-
ev0r, it i"' better to )resent the v;1-1.01e se ctiori bebveen the 
n·-·r1 r1 Pf-r1k 011.art~ 4. te c nd the base of the revoni n els one 1-1ni t 
111y1 er thP v,1,::eto n coloraite, since it hc..s been contenoed that 
t-',-,0rc i.c Y'O bre,.K be tr.re en the t·, ·o for .H ti on.c [·nd the:. t they 
~~th belong to thP Siluri~n . The sectio~ as stu~ied ~ill the~e-
f'cP'e be rirc..:.' ented in con.junction r·i_ t,1 the .section of the Lake-
Age n Correlation - Richerdson and ~2nQfield hEve both 
1·1".:E"' , r· th.er extP·n Qi ve Richmond fauna i "1. the Fish Haven c1 ol-
o i-i. te -; n r1orthcrn Ut,,,:1. and southeastern Idaho. 'I'rie Ri.chmond 
favna i.s fener 0 lly believed to be indicative of' uoper Ordovic-
ian b1 1t it has been regarded by Ulrich (30) as of lower Silur-
l_2n. It r11ay be noted here th::;t the strata of FichrrJ.ond age are 
overlying the strata of Chazy age . According to the eastern 
series this 1• 0 ould leave a la rge intervrl be t v·een the Swan Peak 
(30) Ulrich , E. o. , The Or do vic ian-Siluri~n Boundary; Cong Geol . 
Internat . Compt . Rend . 12 sess ., pp . 59c-667 (1 914) . 
(26) 
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(27) 
~u~rt~ite ~n( the Fish s~ven dolomite though no very conspic-
, ouf' unconforr>1i ty is c: )parent bet'veen the b 'o formations . 
Fifnr e 1 gives some corr el'"" tionr of the local ~ection ,-i th 
~ci~hboring regions . No ecui valent of the Fish Haven dolomite 
e·r' 0 t3 in the Snn F an cisco ranre but in the Tin tic distri ct, 
Richerds h~s con~idered the Blue Bell dolomite to be of the 
1~~l rge as the Fish Haven dolo~ite of northern Utah . 
(28) 
SI:'.:,URIAN SYSTEM 
The Silurian system as originally defined for Northern 
rJteh c 0 nsists of only one forrnc:tion, the Lri.keto'7!l dolomite . 11To 
d e·"i'1i te line cc1n be drmm betreen this sys te'Tl and the under-
1 yinr OrdoviciFn . It has been suggested that ~uch a division 
~oe2 ~ot exist and th2t the time betueen the upper Ordov cian 
~rir1 the lov·er Pilurian is represented by an uninterrupted ,er -
iod of sedimentc...tion . That t .nere was fev1 geogrc.phic ch .nges 
t'l"'ou ho·:i.t the rriost of the period is bor e out by an examin1.t-
ion o~ thn lithology of the section . The local section is dis-
t:_nct for h2vin~ such gre::1.t thickness of colornite ,.·ith ~uch a 
re·· ch~np;es in i.ts lithology . 
Pic11.errl son founc' in thcs uopi:: r t·vo thirds of t 1 is great 
-l:'1ic::rio :' s of ch loini te cJ f"una w11.i ch he a scri ed as of i\Ji gar an 
r r1 e . In the lovrer one third of the section fos ils haye been 
-r,yr'l. 1 • ·1--i i c->1 c et0rmine it to be of Richmond age . 
}J;Hne - '!'he L· keto n c olo·~i te \\·2 s nc.-.·1ed fro'1 121.rntovn can-
"on four mile~ routheast of Laketo~·n, Utuh. There it incl 1 1des 
the 1 i. :ht colorer' sandy ,md c alcareous beds th, t lie a-J·oarentlv 
cnrforwbly above the Fi2h Haven dolomite and imrnedintely be-
e: ... th ~11otlwr do1orai tic reries ,,·h.ich is correlated by Richerd-
"'on -~it1 the Jeffer'""on li1aestone of 1viontana . 
Distribution and Character - The great dolomiti c series 
in 1 uding tl-ie Laketo·,.n and Fish Haven d olomites first ao9ears 
oYJ. the rea in Logan c anyon betvreen Steam Mill hollow and 
(29) 
Jr->Cl{ic>s Hollow. ~-iere it plunges into the canyon as mc:ssive, 
•)reci Di tous ledges di )ping to the eust at an angle of 250 . 
Vie· ed a~ a rrhole it has a shel v ed appearance resulting from 
1ore extensive develop ent of verticLl jointing and a relative -
: y less resistance to erosion in some beds . . Follo'"red wesbriard , 
the fornrtion maintains its precipitous and shelved appecr,nce 
but the dip rapidly increases . ~lhere it approaches the top of 
JacA:i· s hollor the dark cor2.l bearing bed at the to p of the 
forriEtion is croC' ed and recrosPed by an east-vrnst fault. A 
n,1_artrr of a mile f2.rther v·est this same fault cuts off the 
1"''1olc for'TI2tion, c'l.isplacing it to the •!lest by just r.bout its 
f1111 thickness to the west. On top of the ridge the dip att-
a~ns an angle of 65° to the east . As the outcrop is followed 
·onth·7ard the cin rapidly increases until on the south side of 
rr;· c,,nyon the;. U""per ')art of the forri, tion is overturned c nd 
?~opinp to the vest at ~mangle of 65° . Erosion has removed 
the overturned portion of the lower part of the section. FEr-
t1-1er !:outh the beds become YlJ.ore overturned until ,1·hen they 
re<-'ch the vicinity of ;Jagpie hollo 1" the entire section is over-
-'c"F'nPd 2.nc1 0 ip 1in1: to the 1"est at an J.ngle of zs0 • Thi2 is 
~ 0:>roximately the app'l.re1J.t di1J of the same overturned section 
in the bottom of Providence canyon 
The follo·1ing is a section of the Ordovician-Silurian 
~eries me2sured on the routh side of Log~n canyon: 
115 feet of ~ark bluish-gray finely cryst~line dolomite . 
we::.-. the rs to a deep blue-gray . Contains an abu"1dance of Hal C'i tes , 
( 30) 
?rob~bly Halysites gracilis . Grades to lighter color to~ard 
t11.E' top. 
27 feet of dark hluish - gray dolomite, well developed sys-
te'TI of joints . Weathers to a medium gray. Contains numerous 
fmall c2lcite inclusions to1ard top . 
27 feet of bluish-gray dolom it e containing a profusion of 
s"'1Ell calcite inclusions . T0 nds toward a more massive struct -
ure th,n preceding bed . lf ea !hers to a medium gray . Streaked 
b:T darl, bands . 
65 feet of fine gralned,.crystalline, mediUr:J.-bluish - gray 
rJo10°ni te . We;~ thers to a medium gray . Hell developed vertical 
joi"1ting . 
58 feet of fine grained light gray dol0mi t e containing a 
fe;y thin layers of very light gray dolomite containing calcite 
inclusions. 1:'veathers to medium light-gray . 
5! feet of medium-gray fine gru.ined dolomite containing 
lenses of d2rk gray dolomite . 
6 feet of fine grained light gray dolomite cont ain ing a 
few thin layers of very light gray dolomite containing calcite 
·i '1.chi.tions . Weathers to rriedium light-gray. 
7 feet of dark bluish-gray dolomite, fine grained, weath-
er<· to a c;_i.rx gray . In beds ::z;tt to 4n thick . 
71 feet rnecium gr&y fine grained colomite . Beds 3 ' to 4 ' 
thi 0 k. Contains nu 1erous small calcite incl 1.1sions. Weathers 
to li[J'ht gray. 
8 1 feet dark bluish-~ray dolomite . Weethcrs toe light 
18 feet of 11edium-gray fLn.e grt ined dolomite. Wea the rs 
to licht gray. Thin bedded; highly jointed . 
21 feet cark bluish-gray fine-grained dolomite containing 
c~erty concretions . ~eathers to a dark gray . 
27 feet of light-gr:1y, fine grained dolomite.· Heothers 
to a nedium grr:iy . 
8 feet of dark blue-gray dolomite ; fine grained . Contains 
a few cherty concretions toward bottom . Contains lense of 
lignter colored chert in upper 2 feet . 
( 31) 
19 feet of medium gray , fine grained oolomite . Weathers 
to a light gray . Fades to a deep bluish - gray to 1··ard top . 
13 feet of very light gray arena ceous dolomite or lime -
stone. Fine grained; banded v;ith ligh t er streaks . Weathers 
to a very light gray ; massive bedded . 
2} feet dark .blue-gray dolomite . Fine grained . Weathers 
to " dark bluish-gray . 
17 feet of very ligh t gray , fine grained , thin bedded 
oolomite . Weathers to light gray . 
22 feet dark-gray dolomite, fine grained. Contains lenses 
of lighter dolomite near top . v;·ea thers to a medium gray . 
200 feet of medium dark-gray, fine grained , massive bedd-
ec ,,olomite . Weathers to dark gray . 
112 feet light gray , fine grained nolomite . Fractured 
~urface hEs pinkish tinge . Weathers to a medium - gray . 
Z08 feet of nedium coarse cryst · lline, light gray dolomite . 
F'roctured surface hes inkish tinge . Vleathers to :nedium gray 
···i th streaks of tan . 
( 33 ) 
Age and correlation - Fossils collected by i-.ifansfield (32) 
fro:11 the Lake to wn dolomite in southeastern Idaho vrere identif-
ied by Kirk as belonging Niagrian fauna, and the formation was 
referred by him to the Niagrian fauna, 2.nd the formation was 
referred by him to the Niagrian epoch of the Silurian period . 
Kindle (33) reported a similar fauna from green cany on, 3 miles 
north of the area. Some correlations of the local silurian 
section with neighboring areas is shown in Figure 2 . 
DEVONIAN SYSTEM 
Richerdson (34) and ~ansfield (35) have reported the pres-
ence of the Devonian system in Randolph quadrangle and on four 
.snPll areas in the vicinity of ]Jlontpelier, Idaho. In the occ-
'lrcnces throughout the district they distinguished two format-
ions, the Jefferson limestone below and the Three Forks lime-
2tone above . Kindle (36) reported the presence of Jefferson 
limestone extending along the east side of C.che Valley, but 
f ow1d no Devonian present vrhich ·would correspond vd th the Three 
Forks limestone of the afore mentioned districts . Cooley (37) 
1n 2 later study on the Devonian of this region substantiated 
1~indle ' s findings and measured a section in Logan and B1acksm-
ith Fork cunyons of the Jefferson limestone. 
172~1nsfield, G. R., Op. Cit . pp 58-59 {19 27) 
(33) Kindle, E. M:., The Fauna and Stratigraphy of the Jefferson 
Lin:iestone in norhtern Rocky- l\l[ountain Region ; Bul . Am.P aleon-
tology No . 2Q, p . 17 (1908) 
!r4l Richardson, G. B., Op. Cit . p . 411 (1 916) ·L:_.-657 rl2nsfield, G. R. , op. Cit. p . 59 (1 927) ~ Kindle, E . M. Same as (Z3) above . Cooley I. 1 • . Op. Cit. (19 28 ) 
(3 4) 
Name - The name Jefferson limestone was given to thir fCDT-
11~ tion in Tviontan<' v1here it was studied by Kindle and where the 
t~7 pe "ectj ons occur . The latter Jart of the name implies that 
the rection is made up entirely or largely of li~estone . This 
is cert inly not true of the local section . The lo cal sections 
has c very diversified lithology . Consenuently the lo cal sec t-
tion ~ill be spoken of as the Jefferson formation rather than 
the Jefferson limestone . 
Chara cter and Distribution - On this area the Jefferson 
for'Il::'tion comprises more than 2/3 of the tot a l rock section 
exDosed . Thi s is due in part to the form a tions great thickness, 
but i: oue '!lostly to the effect of the overturned fol d on the 
··est ir" e of the r&nge v:hich doubles the section . Except for 
r~ are~ of nearly· scuare mile of Carboniferous rock on the 
east central part of th e map the Jeffer son formrtion occu pies 
t~c ~~ole belt betwee~ the to p of the Silurian and the east 
edre of the a rea . See plrte 3 . Aerial Geol . map . 
A "IDre di versifi ed to ··Jogr aDhy is founc:1 rchere the Jefferson 
f0r1~ tio n outcrops th an on any of the other formations present 
o·'1 t·1.is Bre a . The rem a.rka ble ch u.ng es in lithology create a 
i-r)pogrc.phy v:'ry in g fro 1.1 rriantle coverec smooth s lopes . . to So"1e 
o~ the mos t preci;itous c liffs expos ed on the a rea . 
(35) 
Age and Correlation - The formation apparently lies V'ith 
C)nformity on the Silurian beds below and is overl ain conform -
ably by the Mississippian beds abo ve . There seems locally at 
least to be only the middle Devonian represented . Kindle (38) 
has shovm the local section to be associated vii th the type 
se cti on in ivTontana. From fossils gathered at the type section 
Kirk (~9) ascribed the formation as belonging t o the middle 
revonian or Homilton . Figure 3 gives some correlations of the 
local ::, ection v.'i th neighboring regions . 
MISSISSIPPIAN 
The Mississippian series includes two form at ions, the 
drcison limestone belo w and the Brazer limestone above . Both 
formotions re char a cteri zed by their rather pure limestones . 
Loc~lly they are querried for use in the processing of Sugar . 
THE IADISON LI IBSTONE 
N2me - The Madison li~estone was named by Peale fro1 the 
'" cison range in south centr al ~iJontana 1:here it occurs al ong 
thee, st and west flanks of the range . 
in 
Distribution and Character - Only / thqv ery highest reaches 
i, the east central portion of the area does the ~ad i s on li~e-
·tone occur on the area of this investigation . It first app ears 
nifh up on th e south side of the right hand fork of Dry canyon . 
Here it ism r ked by a great massi ve dark gray cliff separated 
from a small but persistent cliff below . The large cliff on 
the China Wall as it is called is very re s i s tent to erosion and 
(36) 
persistently forms a terra c e or shelf ·~erever it outcrops . 
The ~odison liMestone ir c1aracterized by its exceerli~gly 
n,::i.re limestone beds rhich contain a profusion of fossils . The 
1 i'l1estone is generally coarsly cryst2lline and neather to a 
medium fray color. The thickest of the bed"'-', the China na.11 
2~ tis called , forms one of the most conspicuous cliffs of 
the loc~1 section . In places this bed is inclined to be cherty . 
A e ond Correlation - An ab1J.nd "nee of fossils occur in 
this formation and it has been possible accurately to date it 
•
0 ~ helonging to the lower Mississinpian . Figure 4 shors some 
r,...,,.rela tions of the form::ition ,,-1th neighboring regions. 
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SOME CORRELATIONS OF THE MADISON LIMESTONE WITH OT.BER IDIONS 
( 38) 
TB;RTIARY SYSTEM 
General Features - The youngest consolidated sediments recog-
nized in the immedi a te vicinity of this area are Terti a ry in 
age . There are t wo systems of rocks in the clo se proximity of 
the Bear River range whi ch have been definitely identified as 
being of Tertiary age . The oldest of these t wo lies in the 
dovm 1;0arped trough which forms the centr al pa rt of the r ange 
about 10 miles east of t his area . This deposit has been corr-
, 
elated as belonging to the Wasa tch Conglomerate of Eocene age. 
The other and the one which will receive con s ideration here is 
the Salt Lake formation of Pliocene age . This is found skirt-
ing the valley in a few places . 
Name - In 1869 the name Salt Lake group was introduced by 
Hayden (40) in the following words: 
11I n the valley of the Weber River, from Mor gan City to 
Devil ' s Gate, there is a thickness of 1,000 to +,200 feet of 
sands , sandst one, and marls of light color for the most part, 
v·,1i.ch I regard as of upper Tertiary age . These newer beds must 
have not only occupied this expansion of the Weber Valley but 
also all of Salt Lake Valley, for remnants of it are seen all 
c=1long the margins of th e mount ains inclosing Salt Lake V lley ... 
I found this series of beds so widely extended and so largely 
developed in Weber Valley and Salt Lake Valley that I regard 
it as v:orthy of a dis tinct name and in consequence have called 
it the Salt Lake Group ." 
Character and Distribution - As shovvn on the map published 
by the Hayden Survey, the Salt Lake formation is distributed 
over portions of Salt Lake Valley, Box Elder Valley, Malad 
(40) Hayden, F . V., U. S. Geol . and Geog. Survey Terp . Vol. 3 
p . 92 (p. 192 in combined 1st, 2nd and 3rd Ann. Rpt . ) 1869 
( 39) 
Valley, Morgan Valley , Ogden Valley, Cache Valley and Bear 
Lake Valley . Of all these places, probably the best exposures 
are found in Cache Valley . In Cache Valley this formation is 
found in a number of places skirting the Valley . The best ex -
posure is found near Cove which is nearly on the Utah - Idaho 
bo1..mdory line . Next best to this is probably the outcrop which 
is found on the south end of the valley where the included 
section v:as measured . 
The character of the formation is variable to a degree 
rrith each locality where it is found . What outcrops which have 
been observed in juxtaposition with the sides of the valley are 
found to be usually coarse , and contain a considerable amount 
of cngular material . That v:hich is found near the valley ' s 
center is found to be generally finer though a considerable 
amount of coarse material is present . This coarse m~terial is 
composed of 1°.rell- rounded river - worn pebbles and boulders . 
Throughout the v1hole formation t here is an abundance of volcan -
ic ash . Of some 30 samples gathered through a section of the 
Salt Lake formation only 2 fuilsd to show the presence of Vol-
C8nic ash . These two were gathered very near to the contact 
betv:een the formation and the old Paleozoics which underlie 
the formation . As well the formation consists of light-color-
ed marles , sandstones , sands , clays , ond conglomerates . The 
formation is character i zed by its great amount of calcareous 
material . All the consolidated sediments contain large amounts 
of calcareous material which serve as the chief adhesive . 
(40) 
A section of the Salt Lake formation follows: 
4 feet of light colored, tightly cemented sandstone; 
beds 2 to 6 inches thick alternating with beds of light 
colored clay. Both clay and sandstone contain an abundance 
of volcanic ash. Finest clay contains a fresh water diatome 
of the genus (Hyndmanii). 
1 foot of loosely consolidated, light tan, medium-coarse 
gr a in ed sandstone. 
3 feet of unconsolidated, light tan to gr ay, medium 
gr ained sandstone. 
1 foot of well consolidated fine grained, light colored 
sandstone. Contains abundance of volcanic ash. Cemented by 
white calcareous material. 
5 feet unconsolidated, fine gr ained, light colored sand. 
~ome concreationary forms appe ar ne ar the top just below the 
soil line. 
50 feet of section covered by mantle. One or two outcrops 
in dicate that the section is composed of mate ial much like 
t ha t belo w but contains a few beds of conglo mer ate. 
4 fe et of well cemented conglomerate. Pebbles composed of 
well rounded, blue-gr ay limestone and cherts varying in size 
f ro m 3 mm to 4 inches in diameter. Cementing material calcare-
ous. 
10 f eet of conglomerate. Like precedin g bed in ty pe of 
mate r i al but gener ally much finer gr ain ed. 
1 foot of fine gr ained, well consolid a ted, light colored 
l imeston e , cont aining a fe w disemenat ed limestone pebbles. 
4 feet of co arse grained, light colored, lo osely cemented 
sandston e . Grains predo minantely of chert. Cementing materi al 
ca lc areous. 
3 f eet of fine grained, cryptocryst alline, light colored, 
well consolidated limestone. 
3 feet of fine, cle an, unc onsolidated cl ay. Cont ains 
di a t ome of genus (Hyndmanii). 
2 feet of light colored, well consolidated li mestone 
containing numerous small high spired snails. 
2 feet of medium coarse conglomerate. 
50 feet of unexposed section. Seamingly it is composed 
of generally fine material. 
(41) 
12 feet of alternate layers of well consolidated, fine 
grained, light colored sandstone with few layers of unconsol-
idated sand of a medium texture. 
13 feet of tightly cemented conglomerate composed of well 
rounded, blue gray limestone pebbles ranging in size from 
2 inches to six inches in diameter. Cemented with white 
calcareous material. 
5 feet of medium grained, light colored sandstone which 
contains numerous oolites disseminated through the bed. 
30 feet of fine to coarse grained, light colored sandstone 
with small pebbles distributed sparingly through the beds. 
Beds 3 inches to 2 feet thick. Two beds of conglomerate a 
little over a foot thick occur near the center of the section. 
A fossiliferous limestone appears 8 feet from the top; 
contains numerous high spired snails. 
10 feet of light colored, fine grained limestone. 
Contains volcanic ash. 
40 feet of partially covered up sands, sandstones, 
conglomerates, limestone, and clay. Clay contains an 
abundance of volcanic ash (40-60 percent). 
(42) 
J.1.ge and Correl2.tion - As mentioned abo ve the fossils 
vrhich are found in the formation do not ha.ve much value in 
correlation . An extensive f auna is present but little work 
has bec;n c one on it . The fcmna consist of a number of fresl1 
r,:.., ter gas tropods and pelecypods . In many of the finer beds 
the:te is found. a dia to me of the genus 'i'he only 
correl2.tion nh ich has been suggested for the Salt Lu.ke formc:.t-
i"n found in Cache Va lley was mude by Hague . This vras done 
on lithologic co moariso n only n d is of little or no v a lue. 
(43) 
CHAPTJ<~R IV 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
The structural features V'~ich are anoarent on this area 
·,re representative of the complex structure of the West Bear 
.?iver Range . The area is not large enough to adequately cover 
the structure of the whole West Bear Ri ver Range front but some 
inferences can be made of its general structure. It will there-
::rore be the writer I s intentions not to draw any conclusion as 
-r.o the West Bear River Range structure, but to merely make a few 
suggestions of that structure as interpreted in the light of the 
' structural features found on this area . 
Geologist of the Hayden Survey concluded that the general 
structure of the West Bear Pi ver Range was synclirn::il. ( 42 ) Rich-
erds and Mansfield (43 ) have shown the presence of a thrust fault 
(Sannock Overthrust) on the east edge of the range. A number of 
u:::;ervers have recognized the gravity fault on the west side of 
tJ.Le range. 
The present wri ter's observations were mostly confined to 
the: area here discussed in det .:i.il but some conclusions can be 
ctraV'm about the general structure of the whole range. 
·The general trend of the structure of the west limb of the 
range is between 10 an d 15 degrees east of north. As Peal (44) 
(42 ) 
( 4.3) 
( 4-4) 
Peale,A . C. , Eleventh Ann. Rept. U.S . Geol . & Geog. 
for 1877-1879, op . 587-589 . 
Mansfield, G. R. , cit . p . 155. (1927) 
Peale , A. C. , Op. cit . op . 587-589 (1877-1 879 ) 
Survey Terr . 
(44) 
w.nd others have shown the general structure of this po rtion of 
the range is synclinal. (Plate 8 .) The axis of th e fold forms the 
nighest par t of the range while the limbs are b dly disected by 
•..;E.nyons. In general sh pe the northern nortion of the range is 
-crough-like in form . Owen (45) has shown this very well on a 
, .z:p which he made of the outcrops of the Swan Peak quartzite in 
vl1e Logan quadrangle . Cooley (46) and others have shown the west 
iimb of this fold to be overturned on the west edge of the range . 
'o uthwc1rd the folded structure is truncated by the great fault 
···bi ch traverses the valley from the vicinity of Sardine Canyon 
,._;'.nd passes up Blacksmith Fork Canyon. 
The relation between the trend of this fold 2nd the Bear 
-~i ver fault which truncates its wes tern face accounts largely 
ior the distribution of the different ages of rock reuresented 
on the valleyward side of the range . Passing north from Logan 
C~nyon the rocks outcropping on the face of the range become sue-
cessively older in age . 
T~is porti on of the range is not free from f~ulting but is 
tr ~versed in a number of nlaces by faults trending in about the 
~~~e direction as the fold . 
Tbe central low-lying oortion of the range has suffered much 
gre a ter fracture than either of the adjqcent portions . In general 
structure it is a greatly fr qctured anticline , traversed by nQm-
t rous north south f 2ul ts . At least tvro of these faults are of 
( 4 5) Owen, J . V' . Op. cjt . (1931) 
{<:6) Cooley, I. L. Oo., cit . (1 928 ) 
(45) 
considerable size, namely those which separate this portion of 
the range from the other two limbs . 
Richerds (47) has described the east limb of the range as 
a great overthrust block . The thrust fault can be tr aced for 
the full length of the range and beyond . No account is given of 
the structure of the block itself . 
As seen on the map the general distribution of the rock 
outcrops over the area runs in a direction about north 10 degree 
east. Two sections have been prepared across the map to show 
the general structure which is apparent on this portion of the 
range. These sections both show the approximate posi tion of a 
fau_lt, if such does exist, in the central part of t he area . As 
vrill be shown this structure might be ac counted for either by 
faulting or folding. 
DRY CANYON-
The rocks which first appear at the mouth of Dry Canyon are 
overturned Ordovician strata dipping to the west at an angle of 
50P The western most of this series ' is Garden City limestone. 
fis cited abo ve the Garden City limestone does not possess its 
normal characteristics on the f 3.ce of the range but has been 
~ltered from its original featu~es by the f aulting and breccia-
tion in connection with the folding . All well le aching ground-
V'Rters have changed its general hue . 
Next up the canyon and lying underneath the Garden City lime-
stone is the Swan Peak qua rtzite. This formation has about the 
(47) Richerds, R.W., Lead and Copper in Bear River Range, Idaho 
and Utah. u. s.G.S. Bull . 470, pp. 177-181, (1910) 
(46) 
s ·:i.me dip as t he Garden Ci ty limestone . It is noticeable t hat 
on the west :face of the range where the Swan Peak outcrops it is 
rn:,rkedly thinned, there being only the upper quartzite member 
nresent . This member is usually high l y jointed . The base of 
the lower limb of the overturned fold , of which this bed is a 
p1.rt, does not anpear until conside r ably f0rther up in the sect -
ion . The base of this limb of the fold first annears in Dry 
c~.nyon in the massive dolomites which comprise the Fish Haven 
·-:nd Laketown dolomites . The massi ve structure vrhich these beds 
L·1ve, along with the e-ictensi.ve develoument of jointing , makes 
the c,c1.ct nosition of the base difficult to c"iscern . Beyond 
V'e b:,se of this fold the rocks dip ste:idily to the e0stvrard 
~ t :1.n ".ngle of about 25° . 
The structural relotionshins for the south side of Dry 
C· Yl:ron which '.lre shown on section A-A, Plate 4., nre most app1.r-
cnt v'hen seen from the high ridge on the north of the c2nyon . 
·s is com~on to the gre~t dolomitic series of the local section, 
tle e~tensive development of jointing nlains in the more mass-
ive beds makes it very diff'icul t to delineate between these 
:L'r"ctures "..J.nd true bedding . This fe Bture cc1n be elimin:'lted 
riowever, by an .::i.ctu G..l ex mination of the beds . 
The highest ~ortion of the overturned beds is seen to have 
been overturned again to din to the east at an angle of 65° . 
Possibly this uoint marks the major axis of the overturned fold 
·rhich forms the vmst ern part of the range . Immediately east 
(47) 
of these overturned beds th er e occurs a narrow zone in which the 
rocks are only scatteringly obser v1.ble . V.There they c2n be seen 
they are usually very broken up and bedding and din are not as-
cert0.inable . 
Immediately eqst of this zone there is a thick massive ledge 
-rrhich is dipping to the east at an angle of 30 degrees on the 
ridge but changes to 24 degrees in a short distance . 'I'he age 
of this bed is not accurately known but it probably belongs to 
t'le top of: the Jefferson or lower Madison . As sho"n on the sec-
tion the overturned beds c n be tr'tced throughout the fold and 
to the ec:st to nossess the apparent dip of the c.bove described 
bed ::'nd to lay in ariparent stratigranhic order vri th it . There 
is not, however, an exposed succession·of beds between the two 
outcrops ~tnd their a ssociation is but an inference . What rocks 
that are exnosed are thin bedded limestones like those found 
·in the upper Jefferson section in Logan canyon . Associated 
V'ith these outcrops are beds of breccic prob2bly forned by 
slinutng between the beds . 
',n0 VII'P:NCE CFNYON-
T:be same generc1l relrtionships between the beds 2.re main-
t ~ ined in Providence cc1.nyon that are found in Dry canyon . The 
bed ~hich forms the eastern-most overturned str ta in Dry can-
yon is synonomous with the eastern-most overturned bed found 
in Providence canyon and the same relationship is maintained 
through the whole dist2nce between the two localities . I n °ro-
vidence canyon , however , the 'folding is of a great magnitude . 
( 4 8 ) 
T11e base of the east limb of the fold cannot be seen in Provi-
cen ce cany on . It probably lies s ome hundreds of feet below the 
b ottom of the canyon . 
As seen b~r the section , Plate 5 , the first beds in the c1.n-
yon are badly frDctured by numberous small f'aul ts which were 
pr obably associated with one large north-south fault , uossibly 
the Bear River f au lt though more likely with a fault of an 
""&rlj_er age . No attempt was made to work this structure out 
other than the recognition of this rel a tionship . The beds 
t" roughout the rest of the overturned series a.re dipping to the 
vre st . The section represented corresnonds to the section between 
t he Swan Peak quartzite and the heavy dolomite bed in the middle 
Devonian . The beds are not as thick as they a re in und isturbed 
::-· r2as but are markedly thinned . The beds a re not ch anged sub-
s t:::..nti;:i.lly 2.s far as lithology is concerned but see m to rosse ss 
-11 the features chara cteristic of this section wherever it has 
been observed on the west Bear River Range by the writer . 
The cont '.lct between the over~urned beds and the east dip-
r1ing beds here is in many respects shown much better t han in 
Dry canyon even though the lower limb of the fold cann ot be seen. 
Hare it is cle arly apparent the cont a ct is exte nsively brecciated 
:cnd that a fault is present . This f ault may not penetrate deenly 
but at least it is pr e sent through the section e~nosed. The 
~.'.'st dipning beds, e .. st of this brecciated zone, resemble those 
~n Dry canyon though they may possibly be farther up in the 
(49) 
;..ection. A fauna collected just "'.bove the massive ledge east 
nr tt.e overturned strata. indicates that tb et bed is of IHssissi-
~-,--,i ~.n age , :.Iadison limes tone . This bed is not more tlian ?00 to 
· 00 feet above the massive bed snoken of . 
In2smuch as the structural relationships between the over-
_ii:cned beds on the west and the eqst dipning beds on the e, st 
j_s of utmost imoort'J.nce in the determinntion of the structure 
un the 1''est Bear River R£>nge, it seems well to surnmcirize the 
.I·c.cts observed of this relationship in the two 2.rec:-s end nre-
sent ~ correl~tion betveen the two . The corre1~t1on here ure-
:.:..snted \''ill not be conclusive but vrill be only by 111ay of sug-
F"cts Observed-
1 . The S"'me bed is found 2.s the eastern-rnost overturned bed 
..:..n ooth locr li ties 'nd throughout the interval bet ·:een them. 
2 . Iri hoth loc"'liti.es a broken zone. is found betvreen the 
_nst inuing and the overturned beds . This zone is not wel l-
--~v eloned in Dry Can yon but is very well developed in Providence 
, ':-nyon . 
3 . In neither Dlace is this zone wide between the he1.vy 
'1.0 omite or limestone bed which forms p rt of the east dipping 
ueds and the overturned dolomite which forms the overturned bed 
vn the v~st; nossibly not more than 200 yards . 
4 . The folding is on a much grander scale in Providence 
~anyon ·,_nd becomes gre!Clter when tr a ced south into ~,iillville 
(50 
5 . No fault is appa rent on the contact between the beds 
in Dry cany on though one seems cle~rly present in Providence 
cc:.nyon. 
6. In neither place do the east-dipping beds seem to h2ve 
been invol ved in the folding . If they have been, a marked 
change d (one very unlikely) in the nosition of' the axis o:f the 
fold must be postul ted . 
7 . The whole structure is Plunging to the south . 
8 . The stratigranhic contact between the two parts of the 
structure is not eYactly kno 1m in either ploce . 
It is not the author ' s intention to propound a theory to 
accoun t for these facts but to merely suggest some possible 
orig ins which might account for the relationships on the struc-
ture . 
A- The Structure was Formed By Folding-
As cited ab ove the rel a.tionshiJJ3between the two pp.rts o:f 
the structure do not suggest an origin merely by folding . It 
is noss ible, however, to postuiate a type of folding which rould 
crecte such a structure . The steps in formation would be as 
f'ollows: 
1 . A fold of the type shown in Figure (5) was formed where 
the West Bear River Range is now situated . 
B 
(51) 
2 . This fold was subsequently planed off along ulane B-B'. 
Neither in Dry canyon or Providence Canyon does the struc-
ture suggest such an origin as this, but in Mill ville canyo'n beds 
irhich vrould seem to correspond to those marked 1 x ' in Figure ( !) 
seem to be present . 
B- The Structure v-r2.s Caused By A High Angle Thrust Fault-
A t least in Dry Canyon and Providence Canyon here the 
sections were prepared the structure does not suggest an origin 
by folding alone . The contact between the two portions of the 
structure is not of the type that would normally be exnected of 
such an origin . A more fl. tting explanation is to assume the 
nresence of a f'aul t . If this fault vrere a high angle thrust 
f ault , the characteristics which are seen in Providence canyon 
could easily be produced . The succession of events would be as 
follows:-
1 . An overturned fold was developed where the west limb 
of the Bear River Range is now situated. Figure (6 ) . 
AB 
C' 
2 . Some time after the de velopment of this fold a high 
ar€le thrust fault along plane A-A' lifted the Carboniferous 
(5 2) 
beds up to be opposite the overturned Devonian beds as in 
Figure (7 ) . A 
A' 
3 . Subsequent erosion nlain B-B '. 
Such a movement would produce the structure which is form ed 
in Providence canyon . Hovrever , does such a move'11ent f'i t the 
conditions at other places on the area? 
As given above, no f ault seems to be present in Dry canyon 
though the presence of' one is not denied . In Logan canyon a 
high ang le thrust f ault, a s ab ove, though it would not have to 
be 12.rge, ought to be evidenced . No such a :fau lt has been seen 
by the writer nor has any thing which would suggest such a :fault 
been found . It was mentioned ab ove th a t t he struc tur e occurred 
on a grand er sc ale as :followed south ward. I t is possible, though 
not pr obable, then that such a fault as given above wouid die 
out before it re ched Logan canyon . 
C- The Structure Was Determined by Gravity Faulting-
For the structure t o be determined by gravity faulting im-
1Jlie.s little deviation f'rom t he exp l ana t ion given f'or B. It 
is only a case of whi ch block moved up . There is the di f feren ce 
( 53 ) 
hovrever o.f the direction which the .fault would have. The sue-
1cession o.f events would be about as follows: 
1. An overturned .fold was formed where the Bear River Range 
~ront is now situated. Figure (6 ) 
2 . Subsequent to the formation of this fold a gravity fault 
which parted the strata along plain Z- Z' Figure (8 ) developed 
dropping the overturned Devonian strata down to be in juxto-
-oosition with the Upper Jefferson and Lower Carboniferous strata. 
8 
z 
B ' 
3 . This was followed by a period of erosion which truncated 
the structure along plain B-B' • Figure (8 ). 
D- The Structure was Formed by a Low Angle Overthrust 
As noted abo ve a fault seems to be present between the 
ea st and west portions of the structure in Providence canyon 
and such a fault can be inferred to exist in Dry canyon. In 
neither case, however, is the fault surface actually observable. 
The low ang le overthrust has the advantage here that low angle 
thrusts which cut the bedding at low angles are not easily de-
tected and can easily be overlooked . 
(5 4) 
If the structure was developed by a low angle overt hrust 
the succession of events would be abou t as follows: 
1. An overturned fold was formed where the west limb of 
the Bear River Range is now situated . Figure (6 ) . 
2. Subsequent to the development of this fold a low angle 
overthrust formed along plain C-C' Figure (9 ), thrusting beds 
of Devonian and Carboniferous age up against the overturned 
Devonian Beds. C' 
8 ' 
B 
c 
3 . This was subsequently eroded down to the nosition or 
Plain B-B'. Figure (9 ). 
Like Band C, this mode of origin requires the recognition 
of a fault in Logan canyon or the implication that such a fault 
a s developed in the southern part of the area dies out before 
it re aches Logan canyon. As has been mentioned, there is a wide 
z one of breccination near the base of the Jefferson Formation. 
This portion of the section sho ws extensive slipping along the 
beds . The plain which would be formed by a proje ction of the 
nostulated low angle thrust fault would pass directly into this 
zone of brecciation. It can be implied that the thrust passe s 
into this broken zone of the Jefferson in Logan canyon without 
(55) 
any evidence of' displacement in the stratigraphic sequence . 
OTHER FAULTING -
In a number of places on the area small east west faults 
occur. Some of these have been sho~n on the map but many are 
too small to be plotted with any accuracy by the methods used 
and have consequently been left of'f the map and will be excluded 
from any discussion . 
At least four epochs of' faulting are apparent on the area 
and a series of faults is represented by each. They will be 
discussed in their order of occurrence from oldest to youngest . 
THRUST FAULT-
The first faulting which occurred on the area was compress-
ionary in origin. The nature of the greatest of these struct-
ures has already been described . A small thrust fault which 
has already been alluded to exists on the Swan Peak quartzite 
in Logan canyon just south of the Utah Power and Light Plant . 
These faults probably occurred contemporaneous with the folding 
and antidate the thrust above described . However, the time of 
origin is not far different :from the enoch of faulting which 
caused the development of the thrust fault . 
The next series of faults formed on the area was a series 
of north south faults. These faults were normal gravity faults 
\ 
and probably owe their time of origin to the orogenic movements 
subjequent to the Eocene deposition . The broken up zone at 
the mouth of Providence canyon very likely belongs to this epoch 
of faulting. The best exposed f ault of this series is exoosed 
(56) 
on the northern edge of the area on the north side of Logan 
canyon , Plate 9 . Here, like in Pro vidence canyon there is a 
w·de zone of fracture . 
EAST WEST FAULTS-
Of all the faults found on the area here studied, the series 
of east west faults are the most easily recognized . They are 
seen cutting the Swan Peak quartzite a number of places, off -
setting it either to the east or west . These faults are in-
variably high angle gravity faults . The largest of the series 
has a displacement of near 1300 feet. This fault occurs just 
north of Dry canyon and passes into Logan canyon on the high 
ridge separating Dry canyon from the head of Jackies hollow . 
It has only been traced across this hollow to the east but is 
inferred to continue in that same direction, as shown on the 
map. Plate 3 . 
Over that portion of the range exnosed at the south end of 
the area, as shown on the map, there occurs a number of small 
eost west faults which displace the Swan Peak quartzite to the 
east or west. No attempt has been made to trace these through 
the dolomite beds to the east . Very likely they die out be f ore 
they extend into the underlying series . At least no account of 
them was found at the top of the Silurian. 
THE BEAR RIVER FAULT-
The last epoch of faulting which effected the Bear Rive r 
Range was the developmen t of the north south gravity fault 
which truncated the structure on the west face of the range . 
(57) 
Gilbert (48) has placed the age of this fault as belonging to 
the orogenic movements which occurred at the end of Eocene time. 
Like the Wasatch fault it received its greatest displacement 
during tertiary time; the valley was a deep trough by Pliocene 
time when the Salt Lake sediments were deuosited on the down-
throw block of the fault . Movement did not cease on the fault 
during the Salt Lake deposition though it was Probably much less 
rapid . The repetition of the seccession of sediments in the 
Salt Lake formation seems best explained by the renewed move-
ment of the Bear River fault . The last movement along the fault 
is of comparatively recent date . Probobly toward the latt~r 
nart of the Provo epoch or very soon after . 
The last movement of the Bear River f~ult is shown by a 
small scArplet which is seen in a few Places crossing the Bon-
neville terr ces west of the range. This scarplet is best shown 
where it crosses the Logan delta on the Golf course. Here a 
road cut has been made which exnosed a section through the scarp-
let. The total displ cement is not measurable but can be seen 
to be greater than 16 feet . Plate 10. The scarnlet has been 
truncated on the top by later erosion and a layer of boulders 
.c1nd gravel have been laid down on its surface. The topographic 
exuression of the scarplet has not been lost however, though 
it has been considerably defaced. The scarulet can be traced 
from this noint of the delta in a north easterly direction to 
Gre.en can on . The scarnlet has not been traced north of Green 
48 Gilbert,G .K. , Studies of Basin Range Structure, U. S.G . S. 
Prof . pp. 153, ~p. 10-~l (1920) 
. ' 
(58) 
canyon though it can well be assumed to occur there . 
South~ard the scarplet can be tr 2ced well beyond Dry canyon. 
Across the front of Dry canyon it is lost under the alluvial fan 
which has developed in front of th at canyon. South of Dry canyon 
it is seen as a series of terraces which truncate the spurs de-
veloped in the Bonneville terraces . Beyond these terraces it is 
lost in the recent fan material lying close to the range front , 
but some suggestions of it are seen as far south as Blacksmith 
Fork canyon . The fact th a t the scarplet can be traced off the 
delta and into allu vi al material lying close to the mountain 
front far removed from the edges of the delta seems quite con-
clusive evidence that the movement seen in the Provo beds is not 
due to slumping but is due to relatively recent movement on the 
Bear River fault . 
The fact that the movement on the Bear River fault is of 
comparatively recent date define the scarp on the west face of 
the Bear River range as a fault scarp as Bailey (49) has con-
eluded r a ther than as a resequent fault-line scarp as Black-
welder (50) contended . 
(49) Bailey, R. w. , The Bear River Range Fault, Am. Jour Sci . 
5th Ser ies, Vol . XII I, No. 78-June , 1927. 
(50) Blackwelder, Eliot , The Recogni tion of Fault Scarp.s, J ourp 
Geol . Vol. 36, pp . 306-307 (1 928 ). 
(59) 
CHAPTER V 
HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 
Though the area here discussed is greatly inadequate to 
give any comprehensive interpretation of the historical geology 
of the region, it does have many potent factors which hinge 
t ightly on to the history of the Bear River range. Most of 
the se faetors have to do with the latter part of the region's 
history. However, there are a few features which are revealed 
even in the earliest section exposed which have had some 
relations hip to the formation of the range or sediments which 
comprise it. The writer will therefore present a brief 
summary of geologic history of the whole region with an attempt 
to correlate the local history with the regional history. 
Proterozoic Era -
There are no rocks of proterzoic age found in this 
immediate vicinity but the history of that age can be inf er red 
from other places close at hand where they do occur. A broad 
view of the evidence thus obtained indicates th a t the land 
during that remote period had about the same proportions to tile 
sea as today. Erosion intervals, glaciation, and diastrophic 
movements seem to have all played a part in the history of the 
period. Walcott (51) believes that even at that early period 
the Cordillerian geosyncline was well fixed in position. 
However, he is inclined to believe that the sediments of this 
(51) Walcott, C.D. Cambrian Geol. and Paleo. ~II Smithsonian 
Misc. Coll., Vol. 64, pp. 80-81 (1914) 
(60) 
p,eriod were predominantly terrestrial. 
Schuchert (52) on the other hand is inclined to believe 
that the sea occupied the Cordilleran ge osyncline for long 
p·eriods during the epoch. Before the era ended the whole west-
ern Cordillerian region was uplifted and peneplaned nearly 
to ba se level. Little warping was necessary to cause the sea 
to transgress over the area occupied by the Cordillerian 
g eo syncline. 
Pa leozoic Era -
The paleozoic sediments of this region are cominantly 
ma rine in origin, indicating the progressive subsidence of 
t he Rocky Mountain geosyncline which was already formed in 
Pre-Cambrian time. this progressive subsidence was not, 
however, free from Fluctuation. A study of the lithology 
indicates that not only did many minor fluctuations 
take place but that several times during the era that the 
regi on was actually uplifted out of the sea and erosion took 
pla ce, removing some of the sediments. None of the uplifts 
were grea t nor did they involve crumpling of the earth's crust. 
Broad gentle uplifts which again subsided to form no perceptable 
ang ularity between the beds subsequently formed on top of their 
eroded surfaces was the type of diastrophic movements that 
took place. 
(5 2 ) Schuchert, C. in Pirsson, L.V., and Schuchert, C. Text 
Book of Hist. Geol. III Ed. P. 97 (1923) 
(61) 
C!a:mbrian -
Either in the latter part of lower Cambrian or early 
paxt of Middle Cambrian, sediments, perhaps to begin with 
terrestrial in origin, were laid down in this district. 
Through the major part of the middle Cambrian the sea was 
tr ansgressing over the land to the north and the resulting 
sediments here were predominantly calcareous. With the 
oncoming of the upper Cambrian the sea began its regression 
rrom the land. This inferred from the more sandy and shaley 
deposits of the Upper Cambrian. Before the end of the 
Cambrian period, however, the sea again inundated the land 
even greater than preceding transgression s forming the calcere-
ous sediments which fo~m the top of the local Cambri an section. 
Ordovician -
The Ordovic,iJ3.n sediments lie uncomformably on the 
Cambrian sediments below. A broad gentle upwarping of the 
Cambrian sediments above the sea with a brief erosion interval 
breaks the continuity of the two formations. Locally this 
unconformity is not evidenced by any lithological change 
but Mansfield (53) reports that in southeastern Idaho a 
calcareous bed with a large amount of intraformational breccia 
marks the top of the Cambrian. The sedimentation at the be-
ginning of the Lower Ordovician was largely calcareous in 
nature though many thin beds of elastic material occur inter-
bedded with the more abundant calcareous layers. The great 
(53) Mansfield, G.R., Op. Cit. p 181 (1927) 
(62) 
amount of intraforma tional breccia and intraforma -tional 
c onglomerates found in the · lo wer part of the local Ordo-
vician probably indicate that the seas were not excessively 
deep in this area. The shallowing which took place during 
t h e formations of these breccia and conglomerates probably 
account for the additions of small amounts of elastic mat-
erials which are so often found associated with the con-
glomeritic and brecciated layers. In the early part of 
Middle Ordovician a reversal of subsidence took place which 
caused the sea to withdraw from the north. During this 
epoch the elastic sediments of the Swan Peak Quartzite were 
formed. This withdrawal of the sea continued until at 
least the vicinity around Northern Utah was lifted out of 
the water to form land. This condition persisted until the 
Upper Ordovician when the sea again transgressed over this 
area to lay down the Fish Haven dolomite. During the be-
ginning of this period of sedimentation the sea rose and 
fell many times as shown by the mark~d changes in lithology 
a t the base of this formation. 
Silurian -
Not enough is known of the Silurian of this district 
to tell much of the history of this region during that 
period. Separation of the one formation represented from 
the Ordovician below is difficult because of the lack of 
fossils. Though no conspicuous disconformity is observ-
(63) 
able between the two periods, there may be a disconformity 
0£ quite some size. On the other hand, the local section 
may represent a period of continuous deposition as has been 
shown. The Silurian is wide-spread throughout the west but 
toward the end of the period the water withdrew from the 
geosyncline and the entire district became land. The whole 
period is marked by a remarkably great accumulation of 
dolomitic limestone with very few changes in lithology. 
Devonian -
The whole area remained land until Middle Devonian 
t ime when the sea again transgressed the land. No apparent 
discordance is evident between the dip of the beds of the 
two periods, the beds of the Devonian lying almost if not 
para llel with the Silurian beds below. The land mass pre-
vious to this inundation must have been nearly flat as the 
~irst sediments of the Devonian were calcareous in nature 
with hardly any elastic sediments represented. In South-
eastern Idaho, Mansfield (54) describes the sea as having 
become increasingly deeper with several minor fluctuations. 
The local section conforms closely to this order of events 
but must have experienced many diastrophic disturbances at 
various epochs in the period. This is indicated by the 
many lithologic variations in the local section. At various 
times the sea must have become rather shallow as shown by 
the presence of coarse sandstones and numerous ripple marks. 
(54) Mansfield, G.R., Op. Cit. p 182 (1927) 
(64) 
However, the neighboring land must have been of comparatively 
low relief. Many of the ripple marks are found in thin-
bedded limestones and in a few cases crossed bedding was noted 
in limestone beds. As has been shown, no marked unconformity 
exists between the Devonian and the Mississippian of this 
area though Mansfield believes that a disconformity does 
exist between the two periods in Southeastern Idaho. Local-
ly, Cooley (55) has shown that the transition between the 
two periods, though marked lithologically, is not one of 
unconformable relationship. At least in this area then, 
the period between the Devonian and the Carboniferous is 
probably one of uninterrupted sedimentation. 
Carboniferous -
Here the change between the Devonian and the Mississ-
ipp ian is one of Faunal relationships but in Southeastern 
Idaho the change is believed to have been caused by mild 
diastrophic action. T~e relation is well shown in the 
Portneuf quadrangle of Idaho. Evidence has been sh0wn 
that a small stratigraphic break exists between the two 
·periods. The more sandy beds of the Pennsylvanian in-
dicate a distrophic movement which separates it from the 
Mississippian. In both epochs the subsidence was inter-
mittent. The Permian is separated from the Pennsylvanian 
by an unconformity. 
(55) Cooley, I. L. , Op. Cit. 
(65) 
lMesozoic Era -
The nearest Mesozoic sediments to this locality are 
s i tuated about 30 miles to the east, namely on the east side 
o~ Bear Lake. Unlike the Mesozoic sediments of the east, 
the Mesozoic sediments here lie with no marked angular un-
conformity on the Paleozoic sediments beneath. The great 
change comes in the complete alteration of fauna and the 
contrast between marine and non-marine sediments. During 
the latter part of the era enormous amounts of terrestrial 
sediments accumulated. 
Most of North America was land throughout the Early 
Mesozoic. However, an arm of the sea did come in from the 
Pacific during the lower Triassic from the southwest which 
caused the deposition of the Triassic marine sediments in 
Southeastern Idaho. This sea fluctuated from time to time 
causing interculation of the marine with the terrestrial 
sediments. At the end of the period the sea withdrew ahd 
the land was above water long enough to become quite ex-
tensively eroded. No great changes took place in the 
earlier Jurassic. Probably only minor warping took place 
in the geosyncline. During the lower and first part of the 
Middle Jurassic accumula tions of desert sands were spread 
over the area. In the later part of the Middle Jurassic 
the sea extended into Southwestern Wyoming and Southeastern 
Idaho from the north through the great Jurassic Valley. 
Here it remained a long time and a characteristic marine 
fauna and sediments mark its stay. The sea withdrew and 
(66) 
again inundated the land before the end of the period though 
the second inundation was rather short. 
After the close of the Jurassic, the interpretation of 
the historical geology of this region becomes disputable. 
Gilbert (56) in speaking of the formation of the Wasatch 
says: DThe Jurassic deposition was followed by a dias-
tropic revolution. The formations were folded and faulted 
on a grand scale, and among the faults were extensive over-
thrusts.n And in another place the same writer says: n1he 
topography created by (this) dislocation was so far reduced 
by erosion in Cretaceous time _ that a transgression by the 
sea spread sands of Dakota age over worn edges of Jurassic, 
Triassic and Upper Carboniferous strata.~ 
On the other hand Mansfield (57) in speaking of the 
effects of the Sierra Nevada disturbance on southeastern 
Idaho says: 0 rn Southeastern Idaho this diastrophic 
activity is recorded in a marked change in type of sedi-
mentation rather than in dislocation of the strata or in 
igneous activity.• 
Butler (58) in describing the origin of the Wasatch 
and associated ranges is in harmony with Mansfield . in that 
he records no extensive folding or faulting at the end of 
the Jura~si~ but rather defers this period of great 
(56) 
{57) 
{58) 
Gilbert, G.K., Studies of Basin Range Structure, 
u.s.G.s. Prof. Pp. 153, p. 10, 1928. 
Mansfield, G.R., Op. cit. p. 194. (1927) 
Butler, B.S., Ore Deposits of Utah, U.S.G.S. Prof. 
Pp. 111, p. 67, {1920) 
(67) 
diastrophic activity to the latter part of the Cretaceous 
or Early Eocene. Schuchert and Dumbar (59) as well, in 
their "Textbook of Historical Geologyn record no extensive 
folding or faulting in the vicinity of the Wasatch until 
post-Cretaceous time. 
Gilbert's paper followed both Butler's and Mansfield's 
in publication, though Schuchert and Dumbar's writings are 
or a much later date. It would seem then that, though 
Gilbert lists evidence of the great diastrophic movement 
taking place at the end of Jurassic time, Schuchert and 
Dumbar disregard this evidence and place the movement as of 
Late Cretaceous in age. 
As Mansfield has worked it out, the Cretaceous history 
in Southeastern Idaho is about as follows: (60) 
The Lower Cretaceous was marked by the accumulation 
of an enormous amount of fluvial sediments which had their 
origin to the west. This condition continued until the 
beginning of the Upper Cretaceous when minor diastrophic 
movements caused the uplift and erosion of the geosyncline. 
This erosion continued until the end of the period. At the 
end of the period came the Laramid Revolution which through 
broad epirogenic movements caused the uplift, folding and 
faulting of the region. Among the later features over-
thrusts were of common occurrence. 
(59) Schuchert, c., and Dumbar, C. o., Op. cit. 350-354 
(1933) 
(60) Mansfield, G. R., Op. cit. pp. 194-195, (1927) 
(68) 
As Gilbert (61) describes the history of the Creta-
ceous in the vicinity of the Wasatch, the following events 
took place: 
At the end of the Jurassic and the very early part of 
·the Lower Cretaceous, extensive epirogenic movements caused 
the faulting, folding of the region. During this epoch the 
great anticlines, synclines, and overthrust .faults were 
~ormed in the Wasatch. The same date of folding and over-
thrusting can be attached to the Bear River Range. Through-
out the remainder of the period and up to the end o.f the 
Eocene the Western region at least, underwent extensive 
~rosion, the eroded debris being transported to the east. 
Cenozoic Era -
Like the Mesozoic the Tertiary of this district is not 
clear but is open to debate. The difficulty in accurately 
dating many of the formations, periods of volcanic activity, 
and diastrophic movements makes the interpretation of the 
time and order o.f events difficult to discern. The general 
history is about as follows: 
Incedent to the folding and faulting that occurred 
during the Larmide Revolution, the area which now corres-
ponds to that of the Great Basin was uplifted to such a 
height that the consequent streams which developed on its 
surface flowed to the east to enter into a fresh water lake 
(61) Gilbert, G.K., Op. cit. 66-67 (1928) 
(69) 
w1hich existed over what is now the eastern part of Utah. This 
condition persisted throughout most of the Eocene period with 
t1he consequent lowering of the western highland surface to 
a mature relief or peneplain. The lake which existed to the 
east gradually rose until its sediments were deposited over 
the truncated folds and faulted surface of the pre-Tertiary 
rocks. In Southeastern Idaho the erosion surface on which 
I 
the Wasatch conglomerate was deposited has been named by 
Mansfield (62) the pre-Wasatch Erosion Surface. He calcul-
ated that this surface had a maximum relief of 1350 feet 
with individual valleys as much as 1000 feet deep. Mansfield 
does not account for the erosion surface which was developed 
beyon d the area of deposition during this epoch. 'fhe 
mat ure erosion surface which Eardley (63) has postulated on 
the Southern Wasatch before uplift, probably corresponds to 
this latter na med surf ace. According to Mansfield ther e was 
developed in Southeastern Idaho and inclu ding the northern 
part of the Bear River Range a peneplain following the 
de position of the Wasatch conglomerate which erode d to a 
very lo w relief the whole region. As has been shown it seems 
better not to recognize this peneplain in this area in as 
much as it is in great opposition to the physiographic history 
of the Was a tch Range and the apparent history of the Bear 
(62 Mansfield, G.R., Op. cit. p. 13 (1927 
(63 Eardley 
(70) 
River Range. 
Following soon after the deposition of the Wasatch 
conglomerate, a broad epeirogenic movement uplifted the 
area east of the Wasatch Range so that the streams re-
versed their course and flowed westward. Concordent with 
this movement there was associated orogenic activity. It 
was likely during this period that development of the 
Wasatch and Bear River Ranges began. The uplift which 
caused the development of the Bear River Range must have 
been r a ther rapid and continued without hesitation up until 
l a te Miocene or early Pliocene time. At least on the Bear 
Riv er Range there is no erosion surface which marks a 
hesit a tio n in the uplift. 
Some t i me late in Miocene or early Pliocene the 
orogenic movements which brought about the formation of 
th ·e series of north-south ranges, of which the Bear 
Rive r an d Wasatch ranges are a part, became greatly re-
tarded. At this time there was developed in the Back 
Valleys a great fresh-water lake in which the Salt Lake 
formation sediments were deposited. lhis lake remained 
fixed in position long enough to allow the development 
of a ma tur ·e erosion surface -surrounding its edges. The 
mountain masses were not however fre e from uplift. During 
the presence of the lake in Cache Valley the Bear River 
Range was probably uplifted several times. The movement of 
the Wasatch block was not retarded sufficiently to allow 
(71) 
the formation of an erosion surface corresponding to that 
which was developed in Cache Valley. 
Following the deposition of the Salt Lake formation, 
diastrphic movements caused the drainage of the lake in which 
t hey were deposited. This was succeeded by a period of 
erosion which gutted out most of the Salt Lake formation from 
the center of the valley. 
Following the movement which caused the drainage of the 
lake and the disection of the Salt Lake sediments which were 
deposited in it another diastrophic movement caused a raise 
in the base level of the drainage of Cache Valley. This 
might have been tilting as Eardley (64) has suggested of the 
mountain mass, caused by movement on the Wasatch fault. 
This movement is shown by the large accumulation of sediments 
which formed in the valley subsequent to the post Gannett 
erosion. Toward the latter part of Pliestocene time, a 
large fresh-water lake, Lake Bonneville, occupied Cache 
Valley. While the lake was present in the valley it formed 
the terraces which are conspicuously seen surrounding the 
valley's edge. It was during this epoch also that the great 
thicknesses of Bonneville sediments were formed. 
Probably at the end of Pleistocene time or correspond-
ing to the end of the Glacian epoch, climatical changes 
caused this lake to dry up, leaving the valley essentially 
as we see it today. 
(64) Eardley 
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PLATE 6 . A view along the face of the Bear River range . Note the steep 
rid ges separated by the narrow gor ge-like canyons . Dry canyon is on 
the extreme left . 
PLATE? . A view of the area studied which shows the flatening of the 
rid ge profiles . Logan canyon is on the extreme left . Providence 
canyon is seen to the extreme ri ght . 
PLATE 8. 
range as 
which is 
The dark 
The synclinal structure of the west limb of the Bear River 
seen on the north side of Logan canyon . The high peak, 
situated about on the axis of the syncline is Mt. Beirdneau . 
line marks the top of the 'China all' (Madison) . 
Partially overturned 
Logan canyon . The broken line 
truncates the structure . 
position of a fault which 
PLATE 10 . Crosssection through small scarplet on the Provo delta at 
the mouth of Logan Canyon . The block to the left dropped down about 
16 feet . 
PLATE 11 . typical outcrop of the brecciated beds near the base of the 
Jefferson formation . 
PLATE 12 . The north side of Providence canyon showing a slump developed 
in the thin - bedded Jefferson strata near the contact with the Madison 
limestone . 
PLATE 13. The eastern -most overturned beds on the south side of 
Providence canyon . X marks the zone of brecciation . To the left 
or east of this the beds dip to the east . 
